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In the reform process of collective forest rights and forest right mortgage loan, 
it’s an important issue for the foresters how to actively and steadily carry out the 
supporting reforms, to broaden the financing channels in order to meet the funds needs 
of forestry development. The appreciation of forestry makes it possible for the 
foresters to carry out the mortgage loans. This kind of loans changed the estate-based 
single pattern of mortgage loan in the bank. The introduction of forest land and 
ownership rights is a new type of mortgage, and this helps to change the “sleeping” 
forest resources into realizable assets. The most significant of this kind of loans is that 
farmers can easily change forest resources into assets and it’s easy to operate and 
dispose the assets. However, still there is no perfect standard design in trees and 
woodlands assets evaluation. Also there are many uncertainties in forest management. 
This brings in many risks in mortgage loans that can not be ignored. 
In this article, the author discusses forest right mortgage loan in Fujian, Sichuan, 
Yunnan, Zhejiang Provinces and other places. The second chapter discusses forest 
asset valuation, collateral; the government’s supporting policies in forest right 
mortgage loan. This is operated in the meso perspective, from practical considerations 
of local forestry stations and farmers. The forth chapter elaborates some risks in 
government policy, financial institutions operation, forest management and foresters 
themselves. And further discusses how to change forest resources into “flowing 
capital”, with the financial support of forestry policies. 
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80 年代初的 12%提高到目前的 18.21%，但中国的国土资源中林地仅有 40.05 亿
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